
   

       

  Christmas Voyager Gift Basket
 

£80.93 £72.84
OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Explore the possibilities of Christmas Voyager Gift Basket, a Christmas
gift filled with fruity flavours and beautifully presented to reflect the
festive period. 

  Details
 
For many people the inclusion of a good bottle of red is as necessary in the gift as the basket itself. If this represents your thinking, then let us
present our Christmas Voyager. A red wine, combined with a selection of seasonal holiday favourites, ensures that this pioneering Gift Basket
has been a firm favourite over the years. The Christmas Voyager is perfect for someone with a sweet tooth as most of the items in this gift
basket are on the sweeter side, as they should be at Christmas! Travelling far and wide across the British and Irish isles we found the best
products to delight your taste buds this Christmas. The Christmas Voyager Gift Basket is also appropriate for Thanksgiving for any Americans as
Thanksgiving Day goes back to the time when Europeans travelled over to start new lives in America. As most of our Christmas Hampers are
sent as gifts, we understand how important it is that the gift shows how much love was intended when it was sent, this is why we hand pack all
of our hampers with love, guaranteeing it will look beautiful with an outstanding presentation. Christmas Voyager arrives beautifully presented
in a traditional wicker hamper with ribbon. Customers love the traditional wicker hampers which we chose, they celebrate the epitome of
Christmas, and they create excitement when they are pulled out of the delivery cartoon and the recipient can rummage through and see all the
artisan foods they have been sent. The beauty of sending someone a gift like this is that when it arrives it is so beautiful and they will be so
touched, but you don't have to go on a voyage to get it to them. We sort that for you. You tell us which gift basket you would like sent to them
this Christmas, the Christmas Voyager for example, and we deal with the rest making sure that when it is received the love and care that was
intended is more than clear.

Additional Information
 
Contents Wine: Barossa Valley Estate Grenache Shiraz Mourvedre 75cl Savoury Gourmet Foods: Lismore Milk

Chocolate Apple Sticks 25g Pinkfinch Apple Crisps 35g Nut Kitchen Chocolate Hazelnut Spread 200g Nut
Butter 170g Sweet Gourmet Foods: The Grade Christmas Spiced Apple Cake 440g Dittys Bakery Luxury
Sweet Mince Pies (4's) Kilbeggan Organic Oat Cookies 200g Pandora Bell Real Fruit Jellies 150g Skelligs
Mint Chocolate Truffles 200g Presented in Deep Fabric Lined Gift Basket Gift wrapped & decorated with
hand tied ribbon Gift card for your personalised message
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